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New findings of the dotoral thesis

1. The thesis has listed the characteristics of adaptive structure of urban spaces in the
world and in Vietnam through the ages from ancient, medieval, colonial and modern times.
Based on the analyses, it is obvious that the urban space metabolism has been undergone
by each period. This helps researchers to have a more complete perspective on the urban
space structure metabolism. Therefore, it is shown that the urban space structure
metabolism is known as the crucial principle, the restructure process or the metabolism -
creation processs, which perform constantly towards the adaptation to the natural and
socio-economic conditions and ensure sustainable urban development with national
identity in the urban development.

2. The thesis has identified the criteria for the urban space metabolism that serve as the
basis for the research work in the Planning - Architecture field of the urban space. It
includes 6 factors: 1) the natural factor (climate, topography, landscape and environment),
2) The political factor (Institution and administration), 3) The socio-economic and
environmental factors, 4) The scientific and technological factor, 5) The cultural and
historical factor, 6) The climate change and globalization factor.

3. The thesis has identified seven key principles of the adaptive urban space structure
including: 1) The population size , 2) The dynamics of spaces with their flexible space
structure principles (soft), 3) The reasonable and mixed distribution on functions. 4) The
convertible technical infrastructure system, 5) The dynamic balance factor on
environment, 6) The ability of continuous space metabolism, 7) The adaptive management
model. The adaptation of urban space structure to the unpredictable needs in the urban
development process depends on the variable Delta when making a calculation and
forecasts, especially in terms of population, labor and land.


